
                                                             

                                                             

INT/HOSPITAL- NIGHT

Doctor Stevens doing surgery on baby boy and there are 
complications. Doctor Stevens and the nurses are freaking 
out. They are talking amongst each other about what to do, 
this isn't going to work and they need to stop to save this 
baby life and so Doctor Stevens freezes up and storms out the 
room.

The camera view zooms out of the hospital till hospital is 
not in sight.

INT/KEVIN'S MOM HOUSE- DAY

KEVIN
(Eating breakfast mom's walks in )
(Sign Language)

KEVIN
I love you

MOM
I love you too baby. Sorry I couldn't 
make your game tonight. I have a lot 
of work to get done by a deadline.

KEVIN
(Frustrated)

Mom again! you keep missing my game's 
for that damn job! we are rich, you 
don't even have to work! I need you to 
be my mom and support me.

MOM
son I have supported you and just 
because we have money don't mean I 
want to sit up in this house and do 
nothing. I have to stay busy. I 
promise you I will make your next 
game.

KEVIN
(Frustrated)

Mom! this is my last basketball game 
as a senior and I go to college in a 
few weeks.

MOM
sorry baby, I really want to be there 
but I can't, please forgive me son.
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KEVIN
I forgive you mom and you know I love 
you. If somehow you can make it please 
do.

MOM

I will try son.

(she gets a phone call and storms 
out the house and get in her ca 
and drives off)

KEVIN
(Walks to his room, grabs his 
backpack and stares at all his 
trophies and a deep stare at a 
picture of him and his dad when 
he was little and tears begin to 
fall down his face but he wipes 
his face and walks out the house 
and drive to school.)

INT/LOCKER ROOM- EVENING

The coach is firing up the players for this championship 
game. They run out to music. Highlights of Kevin taking over 
the game playing defense and scoring on the opponent team. 
The team blows out the opposing team and win the game. The 
teams goes crazy and start celebrating. The state reporter 
pulls Kevin to the side and have a translator next to her as 
she ask Kevin questions on his brilliant triple double, 30 
points 10 blocks and 10 assists and his journey to college in 
a few weeks. Kevin then tells the reporter that he thanks his 
teammates, he couldn't do it without them and his coach. He 
tells her he is excited for college and can't wait to get 
back on the court. Jordan one of the players and few other 
teammates doesn't really like Kevin is looking at Kevin with 
the reporter and envy's him. Telling the other players that 
he's just trying to take the shine, Jordan calls him a Mute 
freak and tells the players I have a plan. make sure Kevin 
comes to our Party tonight to celebrate our victory! Jordan 
tells the other players they can't believe they are going to 
same college as that freak Kim then goes over to hugs Kevin.

BRANDY
(Talking to Kevin in sign language)

Good game Kevin. I was your loudest 
fan. hahaha

KEVIN
Thanks Brandy
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BRANDY
so where is your mother? she couldn't 
make it?

KEVIN
No, she had a deadline at work for a 
huge project so she shouldn't come.

(excitement)
its ok we are champions!

BRANDY
Yes you are!

PLAYER #1
Hey Brandy the team is having a party 
at Jordan's, make sure you and Kevin 
go.

BRANDY
okay sounds good see you there.

Hey, Kevin so do you want to go to the 
team party at Jordan's? I know Jordan 
and the others can be a jerks but I 
think it will be fun to celebrate with 
the team and Coach K.

KEVIN
Well, I don't know because I have to 
get packed up to prepare to move in my 
place for college. My mom bought me a 
cabin miles away from college and I 
haven't been there yet or seen it 
ever, but she bought it when she knew 
I decided to go to Canyonville 
College.

BRANDY
come on, please come with me and we 
can leave when ever your ready. you 
live right down the street.

KEVIN
okay, I will go but I am not staying 
late.

BRANDY
(Excitement)

Great! I'll pick you up @ 8pm
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EXT/INT JORDAN'S HOUSE- NIGHT

Kevin and Brandy walks up to the house and knocks on the 
door. Music is playing. the house is filled with literally 
the whole school. Jordan's welcome Brandy and Kevin in. Kevin 
and Brandy walk to grabs drinks. Jordan comes over with 2 
shots of liquor. Brandy takes 1 shot and tells Kevin to take 
the shot, But Kevin doesn't wants too.

JORDAN
(Irritated talking to Brandy about 
Kevin)

Tell Kevin not to be a Duche bag! It's 
only one shot.

Kevin takes a shot of liquor. He start dancing with Brandy 
while Jordan and the other teammates are looking across the 
room at Kevin and Brandy dancing together. Jordan then tells 
the others how can Brandy like a Mute freak like him. He then 
tells the rest of the guys to be ready for tonight. Once 
Coach K leaves then its on. Coach K tells the players he's 
proud of them. He says a speech and hands a basketball to 
Kevin and hugs him and walks out the door. Meanwhile Brandy 
is super drunk feeling a little sick but trying to hold it 
together. Jordan then announces they are going to play a 
game. They are playing charades. After about 3 people pull a 
paper to act it out, Brandy tells Kevin she'll be right back 
and rushes to the restroom, where she pukes and passes out on 
the side of the toilet feeling sick holding her stomach.

Jordan says if Kevin gets this one then his team wins. so 
Kevin team is rooting him on

Jordan hands Kevin a paper to act out and written on the 
paper say's SING OUR SCHOOL ANTHEM! Kevin the freezes up 
nervous and sweating. Jordan is provoking him to go and sing. 
Everyone is yelling SING! SING! Say Something! Say Something! 
Kevin then pushes through the crowd and run outside and start 
walking home.

EXT/ WLAKING IN DARK- NIGHT

Kevin is walking home in the dark crying angry. He text 
Brandy and told her he's left walking home and that he'll see 
her tomorrow. Brandy cell phone receives a message from Kevin 
but her phone is on silent and under the couch. So Kevin is 
now walking alongside of a street in the canyon next to a 
cliff. 1 mile away from home, he starts to hear voices 
chanting coming from behind and aside of him. The voices are 
saying Say something! I can't hear you! they said this for 
sometime then Kevin looks and there are about 6 people in all
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black with animal masks on. So Kevin starts to walk faster 
and they walk faster. They begin to start throwing rocks at 
him chanting those words. Then one of the mask person runs up 
and pushes Kevin to the ground and they all surrounds him. 
Then Kevin gets up and runs off as soon as he takes off, a 
car come around the roundabout of the bottom of the canyon 
and hits Kevin down a steep cliff and the others are freaking 
out and takes off. Kevin fall's down and rolls down, bruising 
his body and his head hit a rock and he passes out for a few 
minutes all bloody. the Man gets out the car and yells to see 
if Kevin is alright. He dials 911 and tell officers he hit 
someone and that he didn't see him. Kevin begin to get up in 
pain.

KEVIN
(Furious and flash back from the 
house moment and all he can hear 
is those word Say something! I 
can't hear you!)

Damn! Jordan! Son of a.....

Kevin is freaked out because he spoke for the first time in 
his entire life. He's headed back home. the police arrive at 
the scene but no one was there but a bloody rock. Kevin 
doesn't know how he gotten his voice back but after hitting 
his head something changed in him. He want revenge. Kevin 
walks in the house and passes out on the floor. Kevin Mom 
walks down stairs and see's Kevin bloody on the floor 
bleeding from the head and calls 911.

INT/HOSPITAL- NIGHT

Kevin is in the hospital bed wrapped up. The doctor tells his 
mom that Kevin had experienced serious head trauma and that 
he should get rest and stay inside.

INT/ JORDAN'S HOUSE- NIGHT

Brandy wakes up from a hangover and walks in house calling 
Kevin name. She finds her phone and see's the messages Kevin 
left. She call's Kevin phone and his mom picks up and tells 
her everything. Brandy drives to the hospital and see's Kevin 
laying in bed unconscious. Brandy begin to apologizes to 
Kevin mom and tells her that she convinced Kevin to go to 
that party and how she gotten drunk. The police officers 
walks in and speak with Kevin mom and tells her that her son 
ran right in front of his car and he hit him. The officer 
tells Kevin's mom that the guy called out and wait for police 
to arrive and when police arrive at the scene there was no 
one. So Officers decided t check the hospital's for any new 
patients that matches the incident. They tell her that the
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guy who hit Kevin said that Kevin was running from something 
but he couldn't see what he was running from. The police 
officer ask if she want to take any legal actions and she 
says no. The doctor also steps in and says that Kevin had 
liquor in his system so that legal actions wouldn't be a good 
idea, because if it goes public that Kevin was drinking then 
his basketball Scholarship would be in jeopardy. The mother 
agrees and ask if he's going to be okay. The doctor says yes, 
he just needs some rest. The doctor says he will not be able 
to play basketball until next year and that he will have to 
hold college off for a year because he doesn't know the 
severity of the head trauma . Kevin moms tells the doctor 
Kevin will be Furious, he loves basketball. This is going to 
break him.

EXT/INT KEVIN'S CABIN- DAY

Kevin mom walks Kevin in his house and makes him breakfast.

KEVIN'S MOM
(Talking in Sign Language )

Kevin I have some bad news son and I 
don't want you freaking out

KEVIN
What is it mom? but make it quick 
because I start college tomorrow, I 
have to get my clothes together.

KEVIN'S MOM
Son you will not be attending college 
or playing basketball this year

KEVIN
(confused and angry)

What do you mean mom? I'm going to 
college and I am playing basketball my 
Freshman year! You can't tell me I 
can't play basketball, I'm okay 
there's nothing wrong with me!

KEVIN'S MOM
Sorry baby, The Doctor already send 
over your doctors report to your coach 
and the principal. Son I will stay 
with you and help you, I can cancel my 
work trip to be with you honey

KEVIN
(Weeping)

Mom basketball is all I know. I don't
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have friends. look at me, I deserve 
this. Me being Mute is the reason dad 
left. Its all my fault!

KEVIN'S MOM
baby, your dad left because he was a 
deadbeat. Your not the reason honey, 
you are my hero child. I love you. I 
will help you through this I promise 
baby.

KEVIN
Mom, let me do this on my own. I have 
to clear my head and process all of 
this. Please go to your work trip and 
don't worry about me. Just facetime me 
anytime k.

KEVIN'S MOM
Kevin are you sure? Because I can 
cancel

KEVIN
Yes, mom I'll be okay. I get a year 
off of school.

KEVIN'S MOM
Okay baby, I fly out tomorrow I'm 
going to call you as soon as I land.

KEVIN
okay, mom I love you bye see you later

Kevin Mom walks out the house and drives off.

INT/ KEVIN'S CABIN- NIGHT

Kevin gets out the shower and shaves. He begin to stare at 
the mirror and the words Say something! I can't hear you! 
ranging in his head. he then writes Say something! I can't 
hear you! on the mirror with a Red Marker. with a death stare 
he began to speak those words.

KEVIN
Say something! I can't hear you!

Say something! I can't hear you!

Say something! I can't hear you!
(The Doorbell rings and he snaps 
out of a trance and wipes mirror)
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INT/ LIVING RROM- NIGHT

Kevin open's up the door and Brandy walks in and hugs him and 
apologizes to him for everything blaming herself for what 
happened to Kevin.

KEVIN
(Talking with Brandy in sign 
language)

Brandy your okay, I'm fine. You didn't 
know would happen. I don't remember 
most of it.

BRANDY
Kevin what happen at Jordan's party, 
why did you leave? when I woke up from 
hangover I try looking for you and I 
called your phone but your mom answer 
and told me that you where in coma.

KEVIN
Honestly Brandy I don't remember, all 
I remember is waking up in the 
hospital seeing my mom and a nurse. 
But enough with me are you excited for 
your first day of college

BRANDY
What you mean silly. hahaha

You mean are we excited for our first 
day of college basketball star.

KEVIN
Well that's the bad news, is that I 
can't attend college or play 
basketball for a year. The doctor sent 
my coach and principal a letter 
relieving me for a year.

BRANDY
Oh I'm so sorry Kevin I didn't know. 
You must be so upset.

Brandy hugs Kevin for about 5 seconds and they began to stare 
each other in the eyes and began kissing. Kevin takes off 
Brandy shirt leaving her in her bra and picks her up.

INT/ KEVIN'S BEDROOM- MORNING

(action in sign language)
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Brandy is taking a shower meanwhile Kevin is yawning waking 
up. Brandy get's dress to go to school. She hugs and kisses 
Kevin and tells him bye and that she had a great time last 
night and should do it again smiling walking out the door.

INT/ LIVING ROOM DAY

KEVIN
(Drinking a cup of Coffee)

remembers that their was 6 people chasing him in masks. He 
knew Jordan was one of them. He also remember Brandy recorded 
a video of the party, so he texted her and ask if she can 
send him the video she recorded of the party. Kevin begin to 
feel pain in his head

KEVIN
(angry )

You all are going to die! stop making 
fun of me!

(voices screaming Say something! I 
can't hear you! is ringing in 
Kevin head)

Shut Up!!
(In anger he throws the Coffee cup 
at the wall shattering it)

He starts breathing slowly and slowly the he gets a message 
from Brandy of the video from the party and connects his 
phone to his laptop on the kitchen cabinet. He's watching the 
video and see's no evidence of anyone that could have chased 
him. after watching video over 8 times he then realizes 
something. He looks at Jordan in the video and noticed Jordan 
had on all black. So as he continue to watch the video he 
see's 5 more people wearing all black. So he starts talking 
to himself and tells himself he get's them.

KEVIN
Jordan, Samuel, Camille, Brian, Devon 
and Jessica

Kevin now knows who was involved in the prank. So he goes up 
stairs to put on all black clothes and black gloves. He put 
up cameras all over his house and Bunker and walks outside to 
his underground bunker and grabs a sharp knife and tape.

INT/CANYONVILLE COLLEGE - NIGHT

Jessica tells the other not to hold up, she has to use the 
restroom and will meet up with them later. She goes in the 
restroom then flushes the toilet, walks up to wash her hands 
and look up and see's in writing Say something! I can't hear 
you! written on the mirror. She is freaking out and try's to
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wipe it off.

JESSICA
(scared)

Guys! this is not funny. Jordan what 
the hell man.

So Jessica try's to open the door but its locked. the janitor 
left for the day. She is locked in the bathroom freaking out.

JESSICA
(Scared)

Let me out now! Okay, you can stop 
this now!

The Last bathroom stall opens up and Jessica looks afraid so 
she backs up to the door and yells what you want from me? who 
is that? This isn't funny anymore? Kevin hops out the 
bathroom stall and smiles at Jessica holding a knife in his 
hand. He scrapes the knife across the glass, walks up to 
Jessica in her face and repeat the phrase

KEVIN
Say something! I can't hear you! 3X

Jessica, Jessica, Jessica

I never seen you to be the one who 
pranks but I noticed that Samuel was 
apart of the bunch and you will do 
anything for him even if you didn't 
want to

JESSICA
How are you talking!?

I THOUGHT YOU WAS MUTE!
How are you speaking? I told them I 
didn't think this was a good idea. I'm 
so sorry for everything.

KEVIN
Sorry! Your Sorry! do you know what 
I've lost! well it doesn't really 
matter now because you all are going 
to die but all of your deaths are not 
going to be mute but LOUD!

Kevin stabs Jessica in the stomach and pulls knife up to her 
neck bleeding to death, coughing up blood, then cuts off her 
tongue. Kevin then wipes his knife off with her hair then
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puts a red maker in her hand same one used to write on the 
mirror. Kevin walks pushes Jessica away from the door to 
unlock it the walks out. and smiles.

EXT/ CANYONVILLE COLLEGE- DAY

police and ambulance are in college blocking off entrance to 
the crime scene. Jordan, Samuel and Camille is wondering what 
happened. They see Jessica car is still parked and calls her 
cell phone. a officer with a bag with the evidence in it 
walks to his vehicle and Jessica phone is ringing as Camille 
calls, they tell the officer that phone is their friend 
phone. The Officer tells them to speak with her parents.

EMT walks out with Jessica on the stretchers.

Jordan over hear the officers saying that they never seen 
anything like this before and they think this a new serial 
killer method. They over hear the officer say cutting off the 
tongue is so wicked.

The Camille runs over and pull plastic bag to see the face of 
the victims face and she broke down crying yelling No 
Jessica! Jordan grabs her and walk her to her car.

JORDAN
Like what the hell! wasn't she with 
you last night!?

CAMILLIE
(sobbing)

She was but she went to the restroom 
and told us not to wait up and that 
she was going to meet us up there at 
the restaurant, I wonder what happened 
to her.

JORDAN
Well what ever happened, its all on 
the cameras. The officers will find 
out. I just gotten a text from coach 
smith, he said tonight's practice is 
canceled.

Samuel and Devon runs up to Jordan and Camille and ask is 
everything okay? They tell Camille why are you crying? Jordan 
tells them that Jessica was murdered and Samuel broke down in 
tears.
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DEVON
I can't believe this? Does Brandy 
know? Camille

No, I don't think so, isn't her dad a 
sheriff?

CAMILLE
Yeah, he is!

DEVON
Maybe you can ask her to ask her dad 
what happened?

CAMILLE
(Calls Brandy on Cell Phone but it 
goes straight to the voicemail 
and she leaves Brandy a voicemail 
to call her back asap emergency )

EXT/INT- KEVIN'S CABIN- NIGHT

(conversation is in Sign Language)

Brandy drives up to Kevin's house and knocks on the door 
loudly and Kevin opens up and ask if she's okay. Brandy is 
crying telling Kevin that Jessica is dead. That they found 
her dead at the College. Kevin ask if cops know what 
happened? Jessica says not yet but they have evidence of the 
incident. Kevin holds her and tell her its going to be okay. 
Jessica tells Kevin, how is he so calm after hearing about 
Jessica dyeing. He tells her well my heads been hurting and 
I've been having nightmares.

BRANDY
I'm sorry, you've been through so much 
and still recovering from your 
injuries. Well I'm going to call 
Jordan

KEVIN
(angry talking to Brandy in sign 
Language)

No!
(calmed down)

I mean no because its getting late and 
I need to take my meds and get some 
rest.

BRANDY
okay, you kind of scared me for a 
minute babe. But I'll let you rest and 
see you tomorrow ok
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KEVIN
I'm sorry I didn't mean to scare you, 
I haven't took my meds yet so I'm 
grumpy

BRANDY
Yeah, I haven't seen that side before 
but I totally understand

(They kissed and Brandy leaves)

Kevin walks upstairs in his bathroom and stares in the mirror 
chanting, Say something Jessica! I can't hear you! He smiles 
and grin. Kevin takes his meds and throws them in the sink. 
Then his mom calls him on facetime

(Talking with mom on facetime Sign 
Language)

KEVIN
Mom how are you doing? I love and miss 
you hope everything is okay

KEVIN'S MOM
I love you too baby, just checking up 
on you, Devon mom called me and told 
me what happened to Jessica. just 
wanted to make sure your okay because 
I knew you guys where friends.

KEVIN
I'm okay mom, its sad about what 
happened to Jessica but I have to get 
some rest I took my meds.

KEVIN'S MOM
I expected more emotions from you babe 
after your friend dying but you took 
your meds so that explains that. Well 
mommy loves you, I'll call you in a 
few days because we are headed where 
there is no connection. Make sure to 
check up on my house this weekend ok.

KEVIN
okay mom I will ,Love You goodnight.

EXT/ BRANDY DRIVING- NIGHT

(Brandy & Camille is on Cell Phone 
Talking to one another)

Brandy hears her voicemail that Camille left and called her 
back. Camille answer the phone and ask if she knew what 
happened to Jessica and she said yes. Camille ask if she can
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ask her dad what happened to Jessica exactly how she died and 
what evidence did they find. Kevin put a mic in Brandy car so 
he's listening to the conversation. Camille told Brandy that 
Brian will meet up with you later to get information from 
her. Brandy ask Camille how are the others taking this? 
Camille tells Brandy hard and confused. Camille said well how 
is Kevin taking it, after everything that happened to him.

BRANDY
Honestly, Camille he's really not 
showering any emotion's. But he's been 
on medication's so I totally 
understand, he almost lost his life.

CAMILLE
(frantic)

Do he remember what happened that 
night?

BRANDY
honestly, he doesn't.

CAMILLE
good

BRANDY
What do you mean good?

CAMILLE
I mean, would you want to remember a 
night like that it's good that he 
doesn't.

BRANDY
Yeah, your right. I couldn't relive a 
tragedy like that. Something that was 
strange was his outburst when I 
mention Jordan's name.

CAMILLE
Well you know Jordan never liked Kevin 
even as kid's, plus to top it off 
knowing the feeling's he had for you 
but you still fall for a mute all star 
athlete. I'm just saying Kevin was 
better than Jordan at everything and 
taking his girl hahaha

BRANDY
First of all I was never Jordan's 
girl, That was just one time and I was
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drunk that night.

CAMILLE
Yeah but you never told him that it 
was nothing. But anyways girl enough 
of them. Call your dad and ask him 
about Jessica death.

BRANDY
okay, wait last question Camille, what 
happened that night before Kevin left 
the party? I was drunk and passed out 
and had a hangover but when I went to 
look for Kevin he had left.

CAMILLE
I'm really not sure, we played a game 
and he said that he had to pick his 
mom up from airport.

BRANDY
Oh okay I see. well girl let me call 
my dad.

CAMILLE
okay bye

(Brandy calls her dad on the phone 
and Kevin is listening to phone 
call)

BRANDY'S DAD
Hello, Baby how are you?

BRANDY
I'm doing good, just wanted to know 
what happened t Jessica and what 
evidence did they find?

BRANDY'S DAD
You know I can't tell you that because 
we are doing an investigation, we 
think this could be an serial killer 
on our hands.

BRANDY
Dad, come on please just tell me.

BRANDY'S DAD
I can't but what I can tell you might 
be disturbing so if you want to know 
or else I won't
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BRANDY

DAD I'LL BE OKAY I CAN HANDLE IT

BRANDY'S DAD
okay, so who ever killed her meant 
business and it was personal. The 
killer cut her with a sharp object 
from her stomach to her neck. The 
killer has to be a male to have that 
much strength to cut up from her 
stomach to her neck. That's not all. 
The killer cut her tongue off.

BRANDY
(sad and disgusted)

what the Fuck!

BRANDY'S DAD
We were unable to retrieve any murder 
weapon, but we did find a Red Marker 
near Jessica hand. Also on the mirror 
was writings in Red from that same 
marker that said,

Say something. I can't hear you.

I didn't understand that phrase, I was 
puzzled.

BRANDY
Yeah, it doesn't make any sense dad, 
why would she write that on the 
mirror. That night Camille said she 
was supposed to go with them but she 
went to the restroom and told them not 
to wait up. I don't get any of this. 
Please dad catch that sick bastard!

BRANDY'S DAD
I will, oh yeah and every camera in 
the school was erased so we don't know 
times or traffic of people in the 
hall. we are doing an investigation on 
that as well. So how is Kevin doing? I 
like that kid, my future son-in-law

BRANDY
Daddy quit it hahaha
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BRANDY'S DAD
Seriously I like him, I know he's 
probably taking this hard. he's been 
through a lot. we are still trying to 
find out who was chasing him that 
night but we have to put that on hold 
to find this killer.

BRANDY
Yeah, your going to be busy. Well dad 
love you talk to you later.

(Brandy hangs up the Phone and 
calls Camille)
(On phone with Camille)

BRANDY
Hey Camille so my dad told me that 
Jessica was killed with a knife cut 
from her stomach up to her neck. The 
killer cut her tongue off

CAMILLE
What the Hell, her tongue. Damn that's 
Fuck up!

BRANDY
Yep it is, and they found a Red Marker 
near her hand and there was writing on 
the mirror

CAMILLE
what did the writing say?

BRANDY
it said......

(Brandy was driving in the canyon 
and lost connection)

CAMILLE
Hello? Hello? Brandy, you there, she 
must be driving through the canyon.

(calls Brian and tells him 
everything )

CAMILLE
Brian we have to sneak in the police 
station and find the evidence because 
Jessica phone is in there and she have 
messages of our pranking plan on 
Kevin.

BRIAN
Damn Camille for real. Okay meet me up 
there.
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INT/JAIL- NIGHT

Brian and Camille meets up at the jail and try's to bribe the 
officer to let them in to use the restroom. The officer 
refuses to let them in. Then all of sudden Brian seen a 
picture on the desk of his team winning the Championship and 
a poster of Kevin. He convinced the officer that if he let 
him in to use the restroom then he'll get Kevin to sign his 
poster. with excitement the officer agree. He tells them to 
exit the back when they are done. Him and Camille walk to the 
back but fake like their going in the restroom then seconds 
later runs out to where they keep the evidence at. They are 
looking everywhere. Camille grabs the pictures of the crime 
scene and puts them in her pocket. Brian finds the bag with 
Jessica's phone and throws the bag down because of Jessica's 
tongue. they hurry and put the bag back in the filing 
cabinet. They Factory Reset Jessica's Phone erasing 
everything and breaking the phone. Brian here's the officer 
and tells Camille to get out of here and I'll meet up with 
you tomorrow. She agree and leave out the back exit. Brian is 
picking up the tongue with 2 pencils then grabbing it with 
news paper. Brian takes a look at an article on the desk that 
says Kiesha and Kevin Wright win lawsuit against Canyonville 
Hospital lawsuit for an amount of 1 Billion dollars. Brian is 
shocked and knows that Kevin is rich so he takes a picture 
then forward it to Camille with subject saying this Mute 
bastard is rich! soon as he's getting ready to leave, he hear 
a noise in the back, and he checks it out then here the door 
shut and locked. Brian freaking out trying to open the door. 
Kevin kills the officer. Over the intercom, chanting

Say something! I can't hear you! 10xs

Brian remembers those words they said. He's scared. He try's 
to open door and it open, he takes off running towards exit 
but looks behind him and see's Kevin with a knife. chanting

Say something! I can't hear you! 3x

BRIAN
Kevin! what is this! what are you 
doing? How are you speaking?

KEVIN
Just say it was a miracle. You, 
Jordan, Camille, Jessica and Devon 
ruined my life! I can't play 
basketball, I can't go to college 
because the Doctor said I've suffer 
trauma. That night was fun and games 
for you guys but for me it was a
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nightmare! Now when I hit my skull on 
that rock, I should have bled to death 
but id didn't but that night I heard 
my voice for the first time in my 
life. so I thank you for that but you 
have to die.

BRIAN
(I'm sorry it was just a prank, it 
was all Jordan idea. if you kill 
me then these cameras going going 
to capture it.)

KEVIN
cameras. What Cameras? Oh them 
cameras, they are disabled.

Kevin run's up to Brian to stab him but Brian grabs Kevin 
hands and the knife falls out to the floor. Both of them 
trying to grab the knife. They are wrestling on the ground 
but Kevin had a knife on his ankle in a knife holster and 
stabs Brian in the throat, one end to the other end. Cutting 
Brian shirt off. He carved

Say something! I can't hear you! in 
his chest and cuts off his tongue.

KEVIN
grabs Kevin phone and text Camille to 
meet him at a location in the woods to 
talk about what to do next. Across the 
hallway jails wall says

Say somethin Brian blood

CAMILLE

(on phone with Devon)
Hey Devon, we where able to get 
Jessica's phone so the cops can't read 
any messages from the Pranking 
incident.

DEVON
Good, because I was worried, whats 
next?

CAMILLE
Brian texted me to meet him @ Bridge 
Road in the woods Left of the street 
so I'm waiting.
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DEVON
Isn't that a few miles away from 
Kevin's house?

CAMILLE
I'm not sure. But check out that 
message I've sent you about Kevin.

DEVON
Kiesha and Kevin Wright win lawsuit 
against Canyonville Hospital lawsuit 
for an amount of 1 Billion dollars.

Damn! This fool is rich. We should 
have kidnapped him

CAMILLE
I know right, Just playing I'm ready 
for all of this to be over. This is 
crazy. All of this never should have 
happened. We lost our friend.

DEVON
Well did you find anything else 
besides Jessica's cell phone.

CAMILLE
Matter of fact I did, I found pictures 
from the crime scene, I haven't looked 
at them yet but I have time now, Let 
me take a look.

(freighting and shaking as she 
looks through the pictures)

Devon I am scared, I know whose doing 
this

DEVON
What! what does the pictures say? 
what's on them?

CAMILLE
(Scared Voice)

Say something! I can't hear you! is 
written on the Mirrors with a Red 
Marker. Brandy was trying to tell me 
this but her phone connection went 
out. Do you get it? Jessica's tongue 
was cut out of her mouth. Kevin is 
mute so that's why he cut out her 
tongue. Kevin wrote those words on the 
Mirror because those where the words
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we chanted when we chased him.

KEVIN
Bingo!! you solved the Case

(Kevin starts clapping and smiling)

CAMILLE
Kevin is that you? How are you 
talking? I'm sorry please don't kill 
me

KEVIN
Say something! I can't hear you!

Camille takes off and drops her phone and runs to a 
Underground Bunker and opens it up. Devon is on the phone 
still and yelling Camille are you okay. Kevin gets on the 
phone.

(Kevin on phone with Devon)

KEVIN
She's okay Devon, for now

Say something! I can't hear you! 2x
(Kevin hangs up the phone and puts 
it in his pocket)

EXT/ UNDERGROUND BUNKER- NIGHT

(Devon is on the phone with Jordan)

Devon Tells Jordan everything and but Jordan doesn't believe 
it. He don't believe Kevin can kill anyone. so Devon tells 
Jordan to go to the Hospital and check up on Brian because he 
was supposed to meet up with Camille at the woods. so Jordan 
text Brian and Brian responds ( Kevin has Brian Phone) I'm 
here at the hospital come meet me up here I got something to 
show you hurry. So Jordan says Brian is still at the 
Hospital. Devon tells Jordan he's going to follow Camille gps 
location. Devon drives to Camille location at same time 
Jordan walks in the Hospital and he see's the officer bloody 
dead in his chair.

Jordan walks in the back and see's Brian on the ground, neck 
cut from one side to the other. Jordan pukes and said what 
the hell. Jordan see's Brian tongue next to him and look 
aside and see in blood writing on the wall that says

Say something! I can't hear you!

Jordan calls Devon on the phone

(Jordan on Phone with Devon)
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JORDAN
What the fuck man you did this sick 
shit!

DEVON
fuck Naw!! I didn't do that dude. You 
get the signs this bastard is leaving!

He's cutting out the tongues and 
writing:

Say something! I can't hear you! to 
make it visible to us because we 
chanted those words. Kevin knows it 
was us. Dude Brandy sent me a video on 
accident a recording of the party and 
meant to send it to Kevin. So if Kevin 
got that video then he put the pieces 
together, all 6 of us wore all black. 
He figure that shit out!

JORDAN
Damn! we have to come up with a plan. 
I'm going to go get Samuel and meet 
you over.

DEVON
Doesn't end there

JORDAN
What you mean by that?

DEVON
read that text I've sent you

JORDAN
1 billion dollars, Damn! but I'm not 
thinking about money I want this dude 
dead for killing my friends.

DEVON
(whispers)

okay I'm here! I'll see you later bye
(hangs up the phone)

EXT/ UNDERGROUND BUNKER- NIGHT

Kevin sneaks up behind Devon and knocks him out with a bat 
and ties him up in a chair next to Camille both blind folded 
and eyes covered, with a rope on their necks attached to the 
a machine . Kevin removes their blind fold and stares at 
them. He removed Devon Tape off his mouth. Devon yells and
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cuss Kevin out, You Mute Retarded Bastard!

KEVIN
Is that right?

DEVON
What the Fuck! You can talk?

KEVIN
I can now, you guys are going to die a 
brutal death so please get out 
anything you want to say

Kevin pull off Camille tape off her mouth and she is crying 
begging to let her go. Kevin walks over to the raider and 
presses play and turn the volume up loud.

Say something! I can't hear you! is playing out the raider 
super loud, so loud you can't hear the screams from Devon and 
Camille. Kevin pulls a lever that pulls the rope and they 
choked to death then he let the down. Cut out both of their 
tongues, cut their neck and let the music play continuous. 
Kevin hears a text from Devon phone read HERE! Kevin.

Right as Kevin walks out the Bunker to sneak up on Jordan, 
Samuel has a big rock and knocks Kevin out.

INT/ KEVINS HOUSE LIVING ROOM- NIGHT

Kevin is tied up and Jordan and Samuel has guns. They ask 
Kevin how could you kill 4 of their friends. They never 
thought he could be a killer but they realized that when he 
hit his head, something changed in him making him numb to 
violence. They seen all the pills poured out in the bathroom 
sick so they knew he wasn't taking his medication. Jordan and 
Samuel punches and beats on Kevin making him bloody. They are 
calling him a Mute serial Killer and start laughing. They 
tell Kevin the whole plan of why they did what they did. They 
knew that Kevin and his mom won 1 billion dollars. Kevin mom 
changed their last names so no one would find out.

JORDAN
you see Kevin I did my research on you 
and your family, I know that your dad 
left at a early age and when I met up 
with him he had a whole other family. 
That means you have step brothers and 
sisters but there's one in the family 
that are close with us both but you 
killed him. Devon was your step 
brother. This whole plan was not my
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brilliant plan. It was actually his.

Kevin dad walks out from the dark and begin to clap and says 
good job to Jordan. Kevin dad knew his Ex wife had won that 
money but because they were divorced, he didn't have no right 
to any of the money so he had to come up with a plan fast. He 
told him that when he found out that he was mute, he didn't 
want nothing to do with him. Kevin's dad looks at Jordan and 
says now! Jordan shoots Samuel 4 times and he dies and throws 
the gun. Jordan tells Kevin that the money was just too much 
to pass by, Jordan tells him he had to get a piece of the 
pie. The lights outside shuts on. Kevin's dad says I guess 
Brandy has joined the party. Jordan go find her and kill her.

Kevin dad is telling Kevin that he is proud of him and that 
everything he learn playing basketball comes from him.

4 Gunshots goes off and Kevin's dad tells Kevin that his girl 
is dead so now he has nothing. Kevin Dad said your mute, a 
killer and have nothing to live for. Brandy walks in with a 
gun pointing at Kevin's dad. Kevin's dad is impressed that 
she took the gun from Jordan, but tells her there aren't 
anymore bullets in the gum sweet heart. He grabs her and 
tosses her. He choking her, she some how grabs a knife and 
stabs him and runs upstairs. Kevin's dad tell Kevin he's 
going to have fun with her before he kills her.

Kevin is wiggling out of the tied up ropes and end up getting 
free. Kevin's dad grab and chokes Brandy and rips her clothes 
to rape her but Kevin' tackles him while Brandy runs down 
stairs and grab the other gun. Kevin Dad is telling her to 
put the gun down, and that he'll give her money, and she 
lowers the gun and Kevin's dad rushes her and wrestle her for 
the gun and Kevin walks down bleeding form being punched. 
Kevin yells Get off of her, and they both looked never 
hearing him speak before and she shoots Kevin dad in the 
head, but she fell on a knife when wrestling early and 
bleeding out. Kevin grabs her.

BRANDY
Your Voice is Beautiful

(She bled out)

Cops bust through the door and tell Kevin to get on the 
ground. Once they handcuffed Kevin and put him in the cop 
car, Kevin mom drove up. They let Kevin go.

KEVIN'S MOM
(Talking with Kevin in Sign 
Language)

They both hung and get in the car and drives away. Kevin 
looks out the car window and smile as they drive away
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